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SUNNY GAWRI

Sales Representative

WHO IS SUNNY GAWRI?
I am not your ordinary Realtor.
My career has been built on passion. I have a passion for making a real difference in people’s
lives. I genuinely care about my client’s best interests, and this shows in the level of service
that I offer. I pride myself on going above and beyond the transaction and will assist you from
the beginning to the end, helping you coordinate all of the details in between.
I am committed to providing you with all of the necessary information to help you purchase
your future home or investment. Nothing brings me more joy and fulfillment than helping you
find a place where you and your family will create magical memories together or building that
solid investment portfolio for your future.
I contribute to my circle of colleagues and clients and help others rise up. I am always growing
my community of like-minded people who are also committed to making a difference. I am a
loving husband and a devoted father to three little girls. I truly value family and always make
them my top priority in life.
I feel that I am living my life purpose and am proud of who I have become. The impact of
my work is helping to improve my client’s lives by guiding them through the most significant
investment they will make. I am genuinely passionate about supporting my clients during their
home buying journey and am truly grateful to be able to live out my dream and help others
with theirs!
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WHY BUY
PRE-CONSTRUCTION CONDOS?

In the GTA’s hot real estate market, an early
purchase of pre-construction condos can net a
substantial profit once the building is completed.
Even with growing concerns about market
saturation and shifting costs, pre-construction
condos are still an excellent investment.
Instead of waiting a few years to turn a small
profit on resale, converting real estate into a
rental property can be a lucrative long-term
investment. Strategically purchasing and renting
out an urban condo can build your equity and
earn you long-term returns from your paying
tenants.

Pre-construction projects have structured
deposit schedules with the ability to spread out
that initial down payment over the course of the
construction period--often in installments of 5%
at the 30, 90, and 180 day mark. This varies
by developer and project, but each one uses
a deposit schedule. This requires less up-front
cash and gives you more time and flexibility to
save for your unit.

Canada’s current low lending rates allow you to
borrow cheaply and generate income greater
than your mortgage payments. With the right
property, rental income pays down your principle
and monthly fees. You own the property, but a
renter pays your mortgage.

Instead of putting a huge chunk of savings into
a project you won’t touch for years, deposit
timelines allow you to have a more flexible cash
flow schedule as you prepare for occupancy.

Deposit Structure
While deposits and deposit structures vary from
building to building, most real estate investments
require a 5-20% down payment. When looking
at a $300,000 unit, that’s a $60,000 deposit
upfront. Not everybody has that amount of
money lying around. In fact, very few people do.
International/foreign buyers typically have a
deposit structure of 35%.
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WHY INVEST IN THE GREATER
TORONTO AREA (GTA)

There is increasing demand for pre-construction
condos in the GTA. Understanding what drives the
demand is important.
•	
Annual sales growth was above 90% in
March across all housing types
•	
Condos sales saw a 5.2% month-overmonth increase in average prices during
March of 2021
•

Avg. Downtown Price > $1,400 PSF

•

$100,000+ Income to buy Avg. Unit

•

Avg. Condo Rent = $2,000

The GTA has an opportunity for expansion and
growth, unlike other cities in the world. Additionally,
the housing demand in the GTA has not been met.
Foreign interest in the GTA real estate market
remains strong. Based on strong employment,
land development constraints, growing population
and low interest rates, the upward trend for the
GTA real estate market has just begun.
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CURRENT MARKET STATS
EARLY 2021

•	New condo apartment sales in the Greater Toronto Area declined 28 per cent in 2020 to 18,247
units, the lowest annual total since 2013 and 15 per cent below the 10-year average of 21,421.
•	For the first time, the 905 region represented more than half (51 per cent) of new condo sales,
with 9,288 units sold in 2020. In the City of Toronto, sales declined 38 per cent to 8,959 units,
representing a 15-year low.
•	However, construction starts for new condo apartments reached the second highest level on
record in 2020 at 26,662 units, increasing nine per cent from 2019, and a record high 22,473 new
condominiums reached completion. At the end of 2020, a record high 81,029 condominiums
were under construction across the GTA.
•	As the shock of the pandemic is absorbed by continued activity on the market, condo prices
are returning to pre-pandemic rates, allowing for investors to yield maximum profit from their
purchases of pre-construction condo units.
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ABOUT THE
GREENBELT PLAN POLICY

The Greenbelt Plan policy was introduced to protect green zones, making developmental land scarce.
Value of land and pre-construction increased as a result.
The introduction of the policy also forced developers to build low-rise units OUTSIDE the Greenbelt
(north of Newmarket and beyond) or build high-rise units INSIDE the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
Greenbelt.
Effects of the Greenbelt Act
• Within two years, the Greenbelt Act reduced the gap between low-rise units being sold and the
amount of high-rise units being sold. Notably, high-rise units outsold low-rise units for the first time
and the trend is expected to continue.
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THE IMMIGRATION
FACTOR

Canada receives between 280,000 to 300,000 newcomers every year, including those who move to big
cities like Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal. Toronto in particular receives between 100,000 to 150,000
immigrants yearly. That’s 822 per day, 34 people per hour. An examination of the policies and business
trends shows this trend is expected to continue for many years. In 2020, Canada welcomed 284,390
newcomers. In 2019, Toronto welcomed 118,000 immigrants.

Sources: Statista.com & cicnews.com
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GTA POPULATION
& PROJECTED

Don’t be misguided by a perception that condominium supply in Toronto has reached
saturation point. It is important to note the following;
•

Population continues to grow on a yearly basis.

	“We are now looking at building out the last duration of the downtown,” says Jennifer
Keesmaat, Toronto’s chief city planner. “We already have more than 275,000 people
living in the core and we plan to double that population over the next 20 years.”
• 	According to data collected from City Hall, another 272,000 units or 3,200 towers are
in the pipeline--under review, being appealed or actively under construction. In fact,
every two years we are building a city the size of Kingston, Ontario.
The Toronto-Waterloo region has developed so much in the past 10 years that it now
houses over 5,200 startups and 15,000 tech companies, making it the second-largest
technology cluster in North America.
Tech innovation and startups are well supported in Toronto and across Canada. Toronto
is home to some of the best deep tech talent in the world right now, many of whom
are focused not only on advancing business, but also on changing people’s lives for the
better—a coupling that Canada is known for.
The government has also taken a deeper interest in its technology talent, providing more
funding and procurement options for startups and beginning to align public programs to
leverage Canada’s tech resources.
Source: Forbes.com
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GTA RENTAL
MARKET 2021
It’s no secret that Toronto’s rental market is a proverbial jungle; there have been reports of rents
doubling upon lease renewal, showings drawing crowds of hundreds, and even bidding wars on
who is willing to pay the most rent.
In February of 2021, the average monthly rent of a condo in Downtown Toronto was $2,040, with
rent per square footage at $2.98.
As pre-construction projects and developments expand outside the downtown core, we are seeing
condo-owners gain return on their investments in areas across the GTA as well.
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IDENTIFYING THE BEST
PRE-CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
THE GOOD NEWS:
Pre-construction projects are numerous and found at any given
time. Identifying a condo to give you the best return for your
money requires care.

YOUR AFFORDABLE &
STYLISH CONDOMINIUM
LIFESTYLE
The 1 Yonge Condos offers
incredible value in the heart of a
vibrant neighbourhood setting.
Featuring open-concept,
contemporary suite designs
that have been perfectly
crafted to maximize space and
comfort, your next stop can be
the affordable urban lifestyle
you’ve always wanted at
1 Yonge Street.

THE PROBLEM:
Only 5% of condos launched daily are worthy investments.
THE SOLUTION:
Maximize a return on a project by researching the Developer, the
Location and the Value proposition.
DEVELOPER
Research past projects and feedback on them. It is easy to
compare promises with fact. Did the builder deliver on quality and
workmanship? More importantly, did they deliver on time? This
shows their commitment in what they are doing.
LOCATION
Buy a location with potential for growth. The Condo Bank Team
can ensure proper research is conducted and if the potential
for growth has a good ROI. Good locations are typically close
to major employment centers (downtown for example), close to
schools and universities, easy access to close proximity to public
transit, and in well established or up and coming neighbourhoods.

1 Y O N G E
S T R E E T
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LIVE THE LEGEND
An uncommon expression of luxury is coming to
Yonge-Dundas Square. Introducing Panda Condos.
Exotic, contemporary, sophisticated and right in the
heart of Toronto’s most vibrant neighbourhoood.
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Zen King West Condos is a New Condo

VALUE
Know the cost per square feet for pre-construction condo
projects. The Condo Bank Team can compare resale value trends
and help clients understand their ROI. Before a purchase, we
use a proprietary calculator to help our clients understand all the
calculations related to pre-construction condos.

development by CentreCourt located
at Strachan and King W, Toronto.
Zen Condos brings a new lifestyle
to King & Strachan This striking
condo by CentreCourt Development
plays on dark accents and beautiful
glass windows.
This 32 storey tower in downtown
Toronto will have top of the line
features and finishes. Amenities will
follow with the “Zen” branding and
views of the city will be phenomenal.
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Canary Commons
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NAVIGATING THE PROCESS –
8 WAYS A REALTOR CAN HELP
NEGOTIATION

Access to
Pre-VIP
Platinum
events

2. Negotiate the agreement in
your best interest. Many things are
negotiable and your experienced agent
can help you navigate this process.

1. Gain access to VIP events,
and have first access to the best
prices and floorplans that will be
available for sale.

ASSIGNMENT

3. Explain the importance
of “The Right to Assign.”

Navigating
the Process

CONDO
FEES

BUILDING
PLANS

8 Ways a REALTOR
can Help

®

8. Explain the changing
reality of your monthly
condo fees.

4. Read the building
plans and explain
them to you.

INTERIM
OCCUPANCY

COORDINATION

7. Explain how the interim
occupancy costs work and how
the builder calculates these
charges.

HST AND IT’S
IMPLICATIONS

5. Coordinate all the
closing costs and
details with your
lawyer.

6. Explain how the HST will affect your closing
costs and help determine if you are eligible for
any HST rebates on your purchase.

8 WAYS A REALTOR® CAN HELP
The expert advice of a knowledgeable REALTOR® can save you tens of thousands of dollars on a preconstruction condominium. They can help you negotiate everything from upgrades to a cap on your
development closing costs, which can be significantly more than a resale condo. Note: The builder also
has a built-in fee for the buyer’s agent. In fact, they DO NOT reduce the purchase price if you don’t use a
REALTOR®. This transaction has so many nuances & subtleties. It is a wise investment to seek the help of
an experienced professional.
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CONDO BANK
CONCIERGE SERVICES

CONDO BANK IS A FULL SERVICE TEAM
We are committed to answering your queries in professional and
knowledgeable manner, ensuring you of the highest rate of return on your
investment. The Condo Bank Team is there from start to finish.
GUARANTEED Pre-VIP PLATINUM ACCESS
With our new and existing builder relationships,, Condo Bank is able to
secure units for their clients
MARKET RENT GUARANTEE
Condo Bank and it’s partner Empire Property Management guarantees a
one year rental program for our client’s fifteen days from possession.
BONUS INCENTIVES
Condo Bank is able to provide additional builder incentives such as
capped levies, free lawyer review, extended deposit structures, credit for
upgrades and free mortgage arrangements. *Incentives may vary with
each project.
CONCIERGE SERVICES
The Condo Bank Team will pick-up the keys to your property and refer
you to an interior designer or mortgage advisor. We refer you to skilled
professionals!
DESIGN
We are available to assist with décor colour selections.
CONDO BANK REFERRAL NETWORK
has an extensive referral network, including professionals in various fields.
STAGING
Selling your property? We’ll stage the property for you and add a WOW
factor to help boost a sale.
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MORTGAGE AND
FINANCING OPTIONS
Our team has a system in place to get your mortgage approved quickly and easily. Our system is
set up so that you can get your mortgage approval in person, online, or over the phone. Whichever
is easiest for you.
QUICK STEPS TO GETTING APPROVED, OR PRE APPROVED FOR YOUR MORTGAGE:
1.
Contact me at AndrePersaudMortgage@gmail.com, or by phone at 416-559-8856.
2.
Fill out an application at: https://www.andrepersaudmortgage.com/apply.aspx
3.	Email or fax over any requested documents. I will know what to request based off of our
initial contact.
NOTES FOR BUYERS WITH CANADIAN INCOME:
-	Minimum down payment for a primary residence, or secondary home is 5% of the first
$500,000 valuation of the property, and 10% of anything that spills over that amount.
-	For Example: Let’s say you purchased a property for $600,000.
The minimum down payment would be:
• 5% of the first $500,000 = $25,000
• Plus
• 10% of the $100,000 that spills over the $500,000 = $10,000
• Equals a minimum down payment of $35,000 on the $600,000 purchase.
NOTES FOR BUYERS WITH NON-CANADIAN INCOME:
Minimum down payment is 35%.
-	Please be sure to speak to a Lawyer about the foreign buyer tax, and if you are subject to that tax.
-	You may need to be in Canada at some point to sign with a Lawyer before the closing date.
This can be anytime within 3 months of the closing date on the purchase.
-	Your down payment funds will need to be in Canada at least 30 days before the closing date.
*The reason I underline “closing date” is because if you are purchasing pre construction. You don’t
need to worry about the date you purchase the property. For mortgage purposes, we are focused on
the eventual closing date of the purchase.
Source: Andre Persaud, Mortgage Agent, Lic. #M14000772, SAFEBRIDGE Financial Group
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
What are DEVELOPMENT CHARGES?
Development charges are fees imposed by the city and collected from developers at the time a building
permit is issued. The fees help pay for the cost of infrastructure required to provide municipal services to
new development, such as roads, transit, water and sewer infrastructure, community centres and fire and
police facilities. These charges are passed on to the purchaser at the time of closing. Condo Bank will
make sure these fees are capped at the time of purchase.
What is the HST REBATE and what are the differences when applied to the purchase of a principal
residence or investment property?
Once a tenant has moved into your BRAND NEW Investment Property you are entitled to an Investment
Property Rebate of up to $24,000. Many Investors do not claim the $24,000 Investment Property Rebate
because they have been misinformed that you need to be a Canadian Citizen.
When do I pay my closing fees?
Closing fees include: land transfer fees; builder closing costs: legal expenses: and HST* if applicable All
closing costs are due on registration day.
What is a PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION?
PDI is one of your first opportunities to view your competed home. Your builder will guide you through
a comprehensive inspection and may demonstrate how to operate the home’s systems (ie. ventilation,
plumbing and heating).
Any item that is damaged, incomplete, missing or not operating properly should be noted on the builder
PDI form to verify that these conditions existed prior to occupancy. If something has not been installed
or completed, this should be noted as well. Condo Bank will go to the PDI with or on behalf of you. Postinspection, you will get a detailed PDI form.
When do I need to arrange my mortgage?
You are required to arrange and you can lock in your mortgage ahead of time and as soon as the
condominium is registered with the city. Condo bank has mortgage brokers the specialize
in pre-construction.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

What is the difference between: MORTGAGE FEES and OCCUPANCY FEES?
OCCUPANCY FEES
MORTGAGE FEES
• Interest On Unpaid Balance
• Principal and interest
• Est. Maintenance fees
• Est. Property Taxes

• Maintenance fees
• Property Taxes

What is the difference between REGISTRATION and INTERIM OCCUPANCY?
Registration is the date when the title is transferred from the developer to the client. Interim occupancy
is when the builder gives the purchaser keys. Registration is also when the closing costs are due: Land
Transfer Tax; development fees; and legal expenses.
What are the rules around BUILDER DELAYS?
Developers are governed by Tarion which enforces the Ontario New Homes Warranties Act and
regulations. Developers are required to give notice on the progress of the construction. For more
information, visit: www.tarion.com
What is a COOLING PERIOD?
As per the Ontario Condominium Act, each developer has certain restrictions and rules to follow. These
rules protect you--the consumer. When you buy a newly-built condo direct from the developer, you
have the right to cancel the purchase within a 10-day calendar cooling-off period. Note: There is no
cooling off period on re-sale condominiums.
Can I flip my unit? Is it a good idea?
An assignment clause allows the client to assign or ‘flip’ the property before registration.
This can be very lucrative for the seller
• Avoid closing costs & occupancy fees (including foreign buyer tax)
• Substantial gain on deposit paid depending on project & area
• Pull equity & profit out sooner to re – invest
It is not easy to sell since developers might not allow an assignment, or have strict rules regarding
assignments. However Condo bank works very closely and has strong relationships with Ontario
builders that allows us to do a lot more than an average broker.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

What is TARIO WARRANTY?
Tarion is the new home warranty for all new homes built in Ontario.
•

1 Year - Covers everything except for damage not reported on PDI

•

2 Year - Covers all Mechanical systems

•

7 Year - Covers all structural

What is a CAPITAL GAINS TAX?
You have a capital gain when you sell, or are considered to have sold, what the Canada Revenue Agency
deems “capital property” (including securities in the form of shares and stocks as well as real estate) for
more than you paid for it (the adjusted cost base) less any legitimate expenses associated with its sale.
Foreign Buyer Tax & Capital Gain
The Foreign Buyer tax is a 15% tax on the purchase or acquisition of an interest in residential property
located in Ontario by individuals who are not citizens or permanent residents of Canada or by foreign
corporations (foreign entities) and taxable trustees. Capital gains are subject to 25% tax of the net profits.
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PREFERRED
PARTNER LIST
CUSTOM HOME BUILDER
NEST FINE HOMES

Aaron | aaron@nestfinehomes.com | www.nestfinehomes.com

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
GREEN SAVING GROUP

David Ouyang | douyang@greensaving.ca | www.greensaving.ca

LANDSCAPING AND DESIGN
HALTON LANSCAPING

289 242 6311

416 988 4687

416 666 1762

Mike Gauthier | haltonlandscape.com

PLUMBING

EVERGLADES PLUMBING SERVICES

416 894 8310

Jose De Sousa | www.evergladeplumbingservices.ca

OUTDOOR LIGHTING SPECIALIST
APEX OUTDOOR SYSTEMS

Matt Whalen | matt@apexoutdoorsystems.com | www.apexoutdoorsystems.com

ELECTRICIAN

OMEGA ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Andrew Peters | https://www.omegaelectricalcontractors.com/

KITCHEN AND BATHROOM
KITCHENS & BATHS INC.

Hetal Mistry | hmistry@aromakitchens.ca | www.aromakitchens.ca

WINDOWS & DOORS
THE DOOR DUDES

Dave Wallis | dave.wallis@thedoordudes.com | www.thedoordudes.com

ROOFING
BEST ROOF

647 970 4556

647 294 0526

905.844.3332

905 630 2223

905 333 5600

Jamie Sharp | bestroof.ca
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HOME AUTOMATION AND SECURITY
MSS TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

Manpreet Singh Pannu | info@msspro.ca | instagram.com/msstechs/

GARAGE DOOR SERVICE & INSTALLATION
FLAMBOROUGH DOORS

Russ | russ@flamboroughdoors.com | http://flamboroughdoors.com/

HANDY MAN SERVICES
3003 HANDY FIX SOLUTIONS

437 775 554

905 689 3667

416 994 3507

Shahzad Nazir | 3003handyfixsolutions@gmail.com

POOL INSTALL, SERVICE AND REPAIRS
J EAST POOLS AND LANDSCAPING
Joseph and Barry | @j.eastlandscaping

FLOORING SPECIALIST
THE WOOD SOLUTION

416 316 7588

416 737 5779

Terry Phung | thewoodsolution1@gmail.com

WINDOW & EAVESTROUGH CLEANING
STAR BRIGHT WINDOW CLEANERS

Alan Kemp | info@starbrightwindowcleaners.com

INTERIOR DESIGN
ROOM UTOPIA INTERIORS

905 842 3084

647 444 2373

Claire Mckenzie | roomutopia.ca

PAINTER

GET PAINT - THE PAINT COMPANY

289 952 3719

Wajahat Khan | www.getpaint.ca

WALL AND CEILING DESIGN
BETTER HOME ACCENTS

416 997 3739

Andrew Alvares | betterhomeaccents.com

CONTRACTOR / HOME RENOVATION
HOME RENOVATION KING

Jack Si | TACK5919@YAHOO.CA

FENCING, GAZEBO AND PATIO
WOODY WOODDECKER

416 312 9438

905 467 6017

Fahad Aziz | woodywooddecker.ca
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PAVING

KING STAR PAVING

Angelo Fazio | angelof@kingstarpaving.ca | kingstarpaving.ca

CONCRETE SEALING
GREG COOPER

416 895 1344

905 466 2706

grregcooper@gmail.com

WINE CELLAR SERVICE AND INSTALL
ROSEHILL WINE CELLER

Derek | info@rosehillwinecellars.com | https://www.rosehillwinecellars.com/

ELEVATOR SERVICE AND INSTALL
CAMBRIDGE ELEVATING

Dave Young | dave.young@cambridgeelevating.com | cambridgeelevating.com

TILE INSTALLER
ITILE DESIGN

905 275 0979

519 653 4222

416 871 4338

Lami | instagram.com/itiledesign

STAIRS STAINING AND REFINISHING
KEN HARDWOOD FLOORING INC.
facebook.com/kenhardwoodfloor

LAWN CARE AND MAINTENANCE
STEVEN HALL

mrhall67@gmail.com

HVAC, WATER HEATER SERVICE & REPAIR
SMOOTH AIR HEATING AND COOLING
Tyrell Davidson | davidson.tyrell@hotmail.co.uk

DUCT CLEANING
PRO AIR DUCT

416 297 6999

416 219 1291

647 828 6789

905 814-1755

Mike | proairductheating@gmail.com | http://proairduct.ca

HOME APPLIANCE REPAIR & SERVICE
AKAL HOME CARE

Narinder Singh | Narinder771@gmail.com

HARDWOOD FLOORING SUPPLIER
CONQUEST/TRUST FLOORING GROUP
Ameel Agha | aagha@trustflooring.com
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647 390 0011

416 745-8518 EXT. 283

MORTGAGE AGENT
IBRIDGE CAPITAL.

647 302 1234

Simpy Kapoor | simpy@ibridgecapital.ca

INSURANCE BROKER
ALL-RISKS INSURANCE

FADY KAMEL | fkamel@all-risks.com | all-risks.com/erin-mills

LIFE INSURANCE AND RESP PLAN
ASSANTE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT LTD.

Per Homer | phomer@assante.com | https://www.assante.com

COMMERCIAL LAWYER
JENNIFER LABRECQUE LL.B.LL.L.

416.837.7486

905 277 7924

905.276.0404

jlabrecque@kmblaw.com

TAX AND WILL & ESTATES LAWYER
ANURAG GUPTA PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
info@AnuragGupta.com | http://www.anuraggupta.com

REAL ESTATE LAWYER

KSANDHU LAW PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

416.521.9834

416 824 6464

kam@ksandhulaw.com | https://www.ksandhulaw.com

ACCOUNTANT
CLEARHOUSE LLP

647 969 7382

Charn Hansra | charn@clearhouse.ca |www.clearhouse.ca

FAMILY LAWYER

VINCENZO RUSO BARRISTER AND SOLICITOR

905 889 1177

Email: vincenzo@rusolaw.ca | www.rusolaw.ca

CERTIFIED HOME INSPECTOR
LIGHTHOUSE INSPECTIONS

416 951 1589

Mario Nigro | mario@lighthouseinspections.com

WEALTH MANAGEMENT
CORRWEALTH MANAGEMENT INC.

647 393 9221

NICKY CORREA | www.corrwealth.ca

MOVING COMPANY
ALEK MOVING

416 899 5167

aleksmoving@live.com | https://www.aleksmoving.ca/
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SU NNY GAWRI EX P E RI E N CE CL I E N T RE V I E W S

I don’t know where to begin about Sunny! I have yet to meet
someone who is so professional yet warm and personable
as Sunny. What makes him different from his peers is his
excellent client relationship management. When you work
with Sunny, you can immediately tell that he is a seasoned
and recognized individual in the real estate market. His ability
to understand when to push back on the client’s request and
when to accommodate them is something I admire. He is
sharp, quick, realistic and his response rate is impeccable.
Sunny has not only helped us find a home but out extended
family is also buying their principal and investment properties
because of Sunny. He is amazing at his job but also has the
ability to accept and follow-up if he does not know an answer
to a question/query. One other thing I admire about Sunny is
his ambition and thirst to educate himself and keep himself
abreast of the current market. This helps him in turn educate
his clients as well and make them more knowledgeable.
Sunny’s availability for his clients goes beyond just helping
them buy a house. I can ask Sunny about contacts in any
industry and for anything - that ranges from jewelry designing
to lighting to design to wood work and his response is always
- “I know someone who can help you with this or I know a
guy”. Well, just like Sunny has a guy for anything, Sunny is
our go-to guy for everything! We are thankful for knowing
him as a professional and also a friend!
– Divya Iyer
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SU NNY GAWRI EX P E RI E N CE CL I E N T RE V I E W S

Sunny is one of the few really hard workers out there and a go
getter. As a luxury home builder, working with Sunny over the
last year has been a pleasure. He is knowledgable and always
returns calls as soon as possible. I highly recommend Sunny.
– Aaron

Sunny helped us purchase our first condo. We are so happy with
our home. Sunny was extremely knowledgeable, professional and
patient, and took special care considering that we were first-time
home buyers. Thanks so much Sunny for a positive experience.

– Farid Yazdani
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SU NNY GAWRI EX P E RI E N CE CL I E N T RE V I E W S

Sunny brings a no nonsense approach to his practice. Honesty
and integrity are at the forefront. Knowledge of Market
Conditions and Trends will translate into an informed and
transparent transaction.
– Joe Martino

Sunny Gawri is the listing agent for the sale of 5 brand new
town-homes in Bronte Village. He is hard working, honest, and
is an excellent closer. Whether you are a builder, real estate
investor, or home owner, I highly recommend Sunny.
– Allan Madan
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SU NNY GAWRI EX P E RI E N CE CL I E N T RE V I E W S

Sunny combines his in-depth knowledge about the GTA
market with his vast connections to get the best deal
possible for his clients. It’s been an absolute pleasure
working with Sunny. I would highly recommend his
services to any buyers or seller looking to get the best
value possible.
– Luke Robinson

Sunny is very professional and has solid knowledge of real
estate and different markets around the GTA. He always
answers your emails/text or phone calls and answers all your
questions. He is very enthusiastic and loves what he does. I
recommend Sunny for all real estate related services.
– Kiran Patel
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Curious to learn more about the
value of your home?

YOURHOMEWORTH.CA

